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Context overview

Magazzini Digitali: https://www.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/biblioteca/magazzini-digitali/
Web archiving service, National Central Library of Florence: https://www.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/biblioteca/web-archiving/ 
National Central Library of Florence web archiving collections, Archive-it: https://archive-it.org/home/BNCF 

https://www.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/biblioteca/magazzini-digitali/
https://www.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/biblioteca/web-archiving/
https://archive-it.org/home/BNCF


Large amounts of resources to archive and manage: 

since 2018, the National Central Library of Florence has collected 42,488,965 
of documents

HTML pages contain resources of several types and formats*:

- text (HTML, PDF, JSON, …);
- images (PNG, JPG, GIF, BITMAP, …);
- audio (MP3, AAC, WMA, …);
- video (MOV, MP4, AVI, …);

* To ensure accessibility and archivability each web resource should include an alternative textual description of the content

https://www.bncf.firenze.sbn.it/biblioteca/archiviabilita-dei-siti-web/


web crawling web scraping

.warc.gz

Descriptive metadata (Dublin 
Core)*:
\\dc:title
\\dc:publisher
\\dc:creator
\\dc:date
…
…
\\dc:description → \\dc:subject

* Dooley, Jackie, and Kate Bowers. 2018. Descriptive Metadata for Web Archiving: Recommendations of the OCLC Research Library 
Partnership Web Archiving Metadata Working Group. Dublin, OH: OCLC Research. https://doi.org/10.25333/C3005C.



Annif

Developed by the National Library of Finland, Annif is a multi-algorithm 
automated subject indexing tool for libraries, archives and museums.*

Based on AI and Machine Learning technology and natively developed for 
English and Finnish languages, Annif is independent of the indexing 
vocabulary.  

Source: https://github.com/NatLibFi/annif 
Annif website: http://annif.org/ 

https://github.com/NatLibFi/annif
http://annif.org/


Annif architecture

Source: Suominen, O., Inkinen, J., & Lehtinen, M. (2022). Annif and Finto AI: Developing and Implementing 
Automated Subject Indexing. JLIS.It, 13(1), 265–282. https://doi.org/10.4403/jlis.it-12740

https://doi.org/10.4403/jlis.it-12740


Prerequisites

1. Training data set:

Bibliografia Nazionale Italiana (2018-2022)

2. Tokenizer with italian language support:

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)

3. Vocabulary:

Thesaurus of the Nuovo Soggettario di Firenze



Task schedule

Division of the trial into 4 phases:

Phase 1. creation of 3 different training data set [100, 1000, 10000 titles], algorithms training 
by keywords only (entity names excluded) and use of Thesaurus of the Nuovo Soggettario as 
vocabulary;

Phase 2. Increase of the training data set [30000 titles], inclusion of external authority files as 
VIAF, GeoNames and Wikidata in the Thesaurus, algorithms training by keywords (entity 
names included); 

Phase 3. Inclusion of abstracts in the training data set [30000 titles + abstracts (25559)], 
parameters configuration setup for each algorithm;

Phase 4. Graphic User Interface setup for web browser use, definition of the presentation style 
of algorithms and results.



Algorithm approaches

1. Associative approaches:

TF-IDF, fastText*, Omikuji 

2. Lexical approaches*:

MLLM, STWFSA, YAKE, SVC

3. Fusion approaches*:

Ensemble, PAV, Neural Network

* Work with a SKOS/RDF file as vocabulary



Vocabulary

2 types of vocabulary supported:

TSV: pairs of URIs / labels

SKOS: structured list of concepts and associated labels 
(RDF/XML, Turtle or N-Triples format)



7018 terms out of 13906 used in Subject heading strings are not included in the 
Thesaurus of the Nuovo Soggettario 



VIAF: 1968 terms;
GeoNames: 849 terms;
Wikidata*: 3420 terms;
Altro: 9 terms;
Mancanti: 772 terms (TM-n)

BNCF-it-v1: 235.398 terms

Vocabulary integration with external authority files (TSV format)*:

* Wikidata URIs scraper: https://github.com/logo94/wikidata-URIs-scraper 

https://github.com/logo94/wikidata-URIs-scraper


Training data set

Reduction of Subject heading strings to keywords/single terms:

a [connettore] b → a - b x [di] a → a x [:] a → a

Conversion of the training data set*:

Phase 1: kw100, kw1000, kw10000

Phase 2: kwn30000

Phase 3: abs30000

*Annif-corpus-toolkit: https://github.com/logo94/Annif-corpus-toolkit 

https://github.com/logo94/Annif-corpus-toolkit


Evaluating indexing quality 

Results evaluation for a single document (precision and recall):



Results evaluation for a collection of documents:

Metrics comparison



Results: Phase 1

Associative algorithms comparison Lexical algorithms comparison



Results: Phase 2

Associative algorithms (TSV vocabulary)



Results: Phase 3

Omikuji



Quality based on training text length



Titles



Results: Phase 4



Reliability check → suggests a DDC 
main class, the confidence score 
indicate the reliability of the 
suggestion for that specific discipline 
[SVC]

Title / Abstract / Article →  for 
short/medium length text inputs 
[Ensemble: Omikuji + TF-IDF (tsv)]

Full-text → for long text inputs 
[Ensemble: Omikuji + MLLM (tsv)]

DDC → suggests a list of subjects 
and related DDC notation 
[Ensemble: Omikuji + MLLM (skos)]  



Conclusions

● The quality of the training data set is more relevant than its quantity, to achieve high 
confidence scores every term of the vocabulary SHOULD appear at least 10 times in the 
training data set. The current state is:



● Lexical and fusion algorithms are projected to work with a SKOS vocabulary 

Without a complete and structured authority file, it is possible to run only associative 
algorithms such as TF-IDF, Omikuji, or a fusion between the two;

TSV SKOS

Vocabularies comparison: fastText Vocabularies comparison: lexical algorithms



● An improvement in results can be achieved through a twofold intervention: on one 
hand by adding subjects to existing titles, on the other by adding other titles in a 
reasoned way;

● The normalization of the training data set as well as improving automated indexing 
results allows to fix and optimize the existing metadata;

● The development of an automatic indexing system presents itself as a library and 
organizational challenge, not a technological one; 

● Evolution of cataloging work: from execution to supervision



Training data set:

■ Adding subjects and verifying the correctness of abstracts

■ Reasoned addition of titles 

■ Clustering of subjects 

■ Periodic publication of updated versions of the training data set

Vocabulary:

■ Inclusion of SBN authority file for entity names

■ Translation of GeoNames english labels to italian language

■ Stable URIs association to terms non included in the vocabulary or in external authority files

■ Vocabulary conversion from TSV to SKOS (Turtle, XML/RDF, N-Triples)

Roadmap



Thank you!


